It has been recognised for well over a century that one of the most effective ways of unravelling the mechanisms of vital processes is to use material which can specifically block the process (viz, the elegant work of Claude Bernard on the blocking of neuromuscular transmission by curare). The opening editorial of this new journal emphasises the current neglect of many toxins as research tools and presents the publication as a means of bridging the information gap between those who isolate and characterise these substances out of sheer curiosity and scientists who might find them the key to major advances in biomedical research. The first issue contains three reviews, starting with a contribution by the editor, Professor Shier, on the self-destruction of mammalian cells by activation of endogenous hydrolytic enzymes. This is followed by an article on biologically active alkaloids derived from poisonous frogs(dendrobatidae), and the final review discusses the use of phospholipases as tools to study the localisation of phospholipids in biological membranes. The volume concludes with a section headed Controversies in Toxicology and a short article by Professor Mirocha, of the University of Minnesota, on the hazards of scientific investigation: analysis of samples implicated in biological warfare. This recounts his unfortunate experiences with the media and politicians in attempting to establish by scientific investigation the validity of claims that chemical and biological warfare has been waged during recent years in south-east Asia.
The camera-ready manuscript process has been adopted to ensure rapid publication and there is a clear intention to include speculative reviews to communicate concepts as well as experimental results. Two numbers are to be published annually at a cost of $55.50 plus $4.20 for surface postage outside the USA. The journal is the latest addition to the Journal of Toxicology trilogy which also comprises Clinical Toxicology and Cutaneous and Ocular Toxicology. Although clinical chemists with a wide range of interests would no doubt find something to intrigue them in this series, the journal's main appeal will be to the academic research biochemist. It is now eight years since the last edition of this standard work of practical analytical technique appeared and, by a honing of the text, reduction in the size of illustrations, and removal of obsolete material rather than mere addition of new, the authors have been able to achieve an actual reduction in length, by ten pages, from the previous edition. During this revision the SI units have become the preferred system throughout though conversion tables to the old nomenclature remain. The new edition is in paperback only.
With the technological metamorphosis of the last decade the modern District General Hospital laboratories now possess high-eapacity, fast multiple analysers with some degree of computerised data processing and are thus constrained by the manufacturer's methodology. Apart from a Jucid introductory chapter to this solution of current workloads, the book confines itself to the fundamental manual methods using comparatively low-cost, largely spectrophotometric instrumentation. Nevertheless, the essential analyses of a comprehensive routine department are covered, and as the selected methods described have been extensively tested over the years in both the routine and teaching laboratories of the Royal Postgraduate Medical School, the book is particularly appropriate for use in a small laboratory seeking a method 'off the shelf' or in the larger low-cost laboratories of developing countries. For the more sophisticated department seeking a tried and proven manual method, those in the chapters on 'Drugs' and 'Proteins' are especially worthy of consideration.
Students attempting the hurdle of the practical examinations for postgraduate qualifications require a reliable and This book, by 12 authors, is from the Mayo Clinic and, as expected from such a Centre, it is very well done and full of excellent reviews of the physiology and pathophysiology of glucose regulation, as well as being of great clinical interest.
It is clear that this is not a reference work. One of the subjects not sufficiently well covered is the problem of the "nondisease" of hypoglycaernia which is often diagnosed in the United States, and about which there are several lay books. Nevertheless the book is to be strongly recommended as a useful summary of the subject. This monograph, the eleventh in the series on Atherosclerosis, edited by T B Clarkson, D Kritchevsky, and 0 J Pollak, provides an extremely comprehensive review of the whole field of lipoprotein precipitation. It includes theoretical background, detailed practical procedures, and a complete survey of the literature on the subject. Much of the information in fact comes first-hand from the extensive work of the authors in conjunction with various colleagues since the 19505.
Following an excellent summary of current knowledge of lipoprotein structure and function given in the first chapter, the reader is launched into a full coverage of the formation of plasma protein-polyanion complexes with heparin, the precipitation of serum lipoproteins with combinations of various poly anions and metal cations, and a study of the solubility properties of
